Meet the new 2012 board...
Christina Yoon  
**President**

Hey, I’m your ASA President. I’m a sophomore from Los Angeles majoring in MSE & BME. I love meeting new people so feel free to talk and get to know me better. ASA is filled with fun-loving people and lifelong friendships! Hope you join us this semester :)  

If I had a million dollars I would: **invest it**  
What I love about ASA: **bonding through booth** <3  
I’m obsessed with: **good Youtube covers**  
If I could have a super power, it would be: **teleportation**  
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: **Chuck Bass. ONLY if I were Blair Waldorf. ;)**  
Si Señor is: **oh hello there freshman fifteen**  
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: **a tiger**  
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: **my sister and an endless amount of chocolate**  
I would switch bodies with board member: **Clara**

---

Jeff Lau  
**Vice President**

Hey! I’m the ASA vice president. People call me Momma Lau but you can call me Jeff. If you’re looking to get more involved with ASA this year, we should grab food and I’ll tell you all about how you can help!  

If I had a million dollars I would: **make the most kickass booth of all time...of ALL time.**  
What I love about ASA: **There’s always someone to help me out if I’m feeling blue.**  
I’m obsessed with: **my roommate, Luke Auyeung**  
If I could have a super power, it would be: **Water-bending**  
I have a phobia of: **the fact that at anytime, a duck is watching me.**  
If I could marry a celebrity, he/she would be: **able to body roll as well as I can.**  
Si Señor is: **Amazing Omnomnomnomnom**  
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: **a gopher**  
Catchphrase: "**Momma Lau’s got your back**”  
I would switch bodies with board member: **Justina, so i can know what its like to be a krazy phly lady**
Deanna Zhu
Secretary
Hii~ I’m your ASA Secretary! I’m a sophomore majoring in ECE and I pretty like everything and everyone. My life motto is pC and Happiness. ASA is not just a club but my family. I love seeing fresh, new faces join us so don’t hesitate to come out! I’ll probably try to get food with you sometime so don’t feel creeped out!

If I had a million dollars I would: Start a spy/private investigation company
What I love about ASA: The people! Everyone is so unique and different.
I’m obsessed with: New Girl
If I could have a super power, it would be: Reading people’s minds
I have a phobia of: Being alone
When I’m stressed out I: sing
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a rabbit-pig-dragon
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a dragon egg
Catchphrase: PEACE OUTSIDE
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff because he’s the most fit. Sorry Henry/Brian/Jeremy & try harder

Justina Eng
Treasurer
Hey everyone! My name is Justina Eng, and I am currently a sophomore majoring in fine arts. Currently, I am the treasurer for ASA. I hope that I can meet each and everyone of you this year, whether it be during booth or in the fall! :)

If I had a million dollars I would: pay off my tuition and save up the rest :)
What I love about ASA: everything :D
I’m obsessed with: food
If I could have a super power, it would be: invincibility
I have a phobia of: dying
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: James Franco
Si Señor is: the best for one AM wings
When I’m stressed out I: eat, eat, and eat
If I were trapped on a desert island, i would bring: a helicopter to fly away in...
Catchphrase: “Smile, nod, agree, and continue doing whatever you were going to do anyways”
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff Lau – he’s TOO COOL
Brian Dong Kim

**PR Head**

Hey there beautiful people! Brian Kim, PR Head at your service. You can call me Dong if you want. Freshman, Chem E and BME double major and music minor. Why did I choose to be PR Head? So I can bring y’all good lookin’ people out to PR meetings! Experience the magic of ASA. Come out to PR meetings so we PR Heads don’t feel so lonely in an empty room!

If I had a million dollars I would: Change it all into $1 bills and make it rain
What I love about ASA: It’s home <3
If I could have a super power it would be:  Mind control
I have a phobia of: Wet tiles
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: Jeff Sexy Mama Lau
When I’m stressed out I: Dance while screaming
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a tortoise
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a private jet
Catchphrase: “oap sike”
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff Sexy Mama Lau

Clara Lee

**PR Head**

Hi ASA! I’m one of your new PR Heads! I’m an architecture major and I enjoy having tangerines for breakfast. I like to run so if you’re ever in the mood to relieve some stress or work out, we can run together!!!!

If I had a million dollars I would: Give a significant portion of it to my parents.
What I love about ASA: What don’t I love about ASA?
I’m obsessed with: From the editor: She’s obsessed with a lot... let’s leave it at that
If I could have a super power, it would be: to turn into animals
I have a phobia of: the bottom of the ocean
If I could marry a celebrity he would be: Robert Downey Jr.
MMMMMMMMMMM~
Si Señor is: has really great chicken fingers!
When I’m stressed out I: Run
Catchphrase: “Everything is easy once you understand it.”
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff
Sunny Li
Design Chair
Hello. I am one of your design chairs. I’m a Design major. I like to draw. I am often called Sunshine or Sunny Bunny. My obsession is Sue Park. Please get to know me. But be aware, I am awkward.

What I love about ASA: yellow is my fave color
I’m obsessed with: Vampire Diaries!!!
If I could have a super power it would be: super dance skillz
I have a phobia of: closing umbrellas
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: WANG LEE-HOM
When I’m stressed out I: eat/do anything but work
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: Cheetah so I can be super fast
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a boat (get it?)
Catchphrase: “poopy poopy”
I would switch bodies with board member: Susanna Park so I could fit more nuts in my mouth

Jeremy Lu
Design Chair
Hey everyone :). I’m one of the two design chairs for ASA. I’m a freshman majoring in Architecture, and I’ll be designing those flyers and posters for our up and coming dances! Come out to our events and don’t be afraid to chat!

If I had a million dollars I would: buy a boat
What I love about ASA: People make stuff up about me when I don’t fill out a survey
I’m obsessed with: Komondor Dogs
If I could have a super power, it would be: panda whisperer
I have a phobia of: being eaten by a tree
If I could marry a celebrity, she would be: Misty from Pokemon
When I’m stressed out I: don’t answer surveys
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a Jynx
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a volleyball named Wilson and the boat I bought
I would switch bodies with this board member: Clara
Reyna Pacis
Service Chair
Hi! I'm your ASA service chair and I'm studying chemistry and/or MSE and I'm from the side of New Jersey that no one lives in. I enjoy coffee, lame jokes, and long walks on the beach. And of course, I’m really looking forward to the upcoming year for ASA :D It’s going to be fantastic~

If I had a million dollars I would: donate it to ASA booth!
What I love about ASA: being around people as Asian as me
I'm obsessed with: memes and lattes
If I could have a super power, it would be: controlling time
I have a phobia of: knives and bloody gashes
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: Joseph Gordon-Levitt
Si Señor is: supposed to be edible?
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: all the good aspects of civilization
Catchphrase: "oh."
I would switch bodies with board member: Deanna! she's so cool.

Yang You
Culture Chair
“Hey there (: I’m your ASA culture chair! I’m a freshman from Maryland, planning to major in civil & environmental engineering, and I love ASA for all the awesome people and the friendships that come out it. Come to our PR meetings and events to see what we’re all about, can’t wait to meet everyone!!”

If I had a million dollars I would: donate some to ASA!
What I love about ASA: the people!
I’m obsessed with: cute stuff...
If I could have a super power, it would be: ability to stop time
I have a phobia of: tarantulas
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: Taeyang
Si Señor is: food poisoning headquarters
When I’m stressed out I: work more efficiently
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a penguin
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a boat
Catchphrase: “what?”
I would switch bodies with board member: Jeff. to experience what it’s like to be so good looking.
Hello! I’m one of your newsletter chairs and I will be delivering your ASA news every month with the other newsletter chair. I love to talk and meet new people so if you’re ever in need of a lunch buddy or want to go out for some coffee, don’t be afraid to ask!

If I had a million dollars I would: **donate to those in need**
What I love about ASA: **BOOTH!!!**
I’m obsessed with: **Hello Kitty & Gummy Bears & Coffee**
If I could have a super power, it would be: **stopping time**
I have a phobia of: **Pigeons**
If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: **HYUN BIN**
Si Señor is: **over-friendly workers**
If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: **unicorn**
If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: **Ryan Gosling or some hipter shades**
I would switch bodies with board member: **Christina**

---

**Sue Park**

*Newsletter Chair*

---

**Chanamon Ratanalert**

*Newsletter Chair*

---
Henry Neale  
*IM Chair*

Hey everybody! I’m Henry, your ASA IM Chair. My favorite activities include volleyball, soccer, skiing, eating, gaming, and meeting new people. Come out to our events and don’t be shy! Hope to see you soon :D.

If I had a million dollars I would: spend it all on awesome stuff...in a week or less.

What I love about ASA: EVERYTHING!

I’m obsessed with: cars and buying random things online.

If I could have a super power it would be: the power to fly!

I have a phobia of: dying.

If I could marry a celebrity he/she would be: Mila Kunis.

Si Señor is: dank.

When I’m stressed out I: eat and/or go on Facebook.

If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a white tiger.

If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: a private jet.

I would switch bodies with this board member: Jeff Lau

Claire Chan  
*Webmaster*

Hi! I’m Claire, your webmaster! I’m a freshman CS major from Middleton, MA. I love sleep and good food. Come out to ASA this semester! I promise you’ll meet some really awesome people!

If I had a million dollars I would: buy a giraffe

What I love about ASA: *ALL the things*

I’m obsessed with: mac n’ cheese

If I could have a super power it would be: time travel

I have a phobia of: Gengars :(

If I could marry a celebrity, he would be: Lee Minho

Si Señor is: last resort

When I’m stressed out I: eat

If I were to turn into an animal, it would be: a panda

If I were trapped on a desert island, I would bring: mac n’ cheese

I would switch bodies with this board member: Sunny